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Description
If you have a backend user without the module Web > List permissions there is a JavaScript TypeError when logging in.

Error Message:

```
Uncaught TypeError: Cannot read property 'options' of undefined
    at HTMLDocument.<anonymous> (LiveSearch.js?bust=1515600780:116)
    at mightThrow (jquery-3.2.1.js:3583)
    at process (jquery-3.2.1.js:3651)
```

Used TYPO3 Version is 8.7.6

History

#1 - 2018-01-23 09:15 - Mathias Schreiber
- Project changed from forge.typo3.org to TYPO3 Core
- TYPO3 Version set to 8

#2 - 2018-02-11 22:34 - Riccardo De Contardi
- Status changed from New to Needs Feedback

Where does the error show up? Browser console?

Is this still true? I tried with TYPO3 8.7.10 and the following tests:

1) use a BE user that belongs to a BE usergroup with full access except the module web>list
2) remove all modules from the usergroup and set them in the BE user record except the module web>list

I didn't see any error

Could you test it again and provide a full step-by-step guide on how to reproduce the problem, if it occurs again? Thank you!

#3 - 2018-02-19 16:18 - Tabea Oertel
Could not reproduce it anymore with v8.7.9.

2020-02-23
@Tabea Oertel thank you for your quick answer. I hope it is right for you if I close this one as already solved.

If you think that this is the wrong decision or experience the issue again then please reopen it or ping me.

Thank you.